Recently, the capability of character-level evaluation measures for machine translation output has been confirmed by several metrics. This work proposes translation edit rate on character level (CharacTER), which calculates the character level edit distance while performing the shift edit on word level. The novel metric shows high system-level correlation with human rankings, especially for morphologically rich languages. It outperforms the strong CHRF by up to 7% correlation on different metric tasks. In addition, we apply the hypothesis sentence length for normalizing the edit distance in CharacTER, which also provides significant improvements compared to using the reference sentence length.
Introduction
The approaches for automatic evaluation of machine translation facilitated the development of statistical machine translation. They provide objective evaluation criteria for the translation results, and avoid the tedious and expensive manual evaluation. Currently the most commonly applied evaluation measures are the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2002) and the Translation Edit Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006) evaluation indicators. Most of the researchers use BLEU and TER as the primary metrics for evaluating their translation hypotheses.
The aim of the machine translation evaluation is to properly and objectively reflect the achievements and the functionality of machine translation. Through the evaluation, the developers of machine translation systems can learn the problems of the system and keep improving them. The evaluation metric not only provides the most reliable basis for machine translation systems, but also can be applied as the optimizing criterion in the parameter tuning step like BLEU. Thus, a good evaluation metric should demonstrate accuracy, universality and applicability.
In order to evaluate the applicability of different evaluation metrics, the correlation with human judgement is calculated. Currently the most common techniques for calculating the correlation between human and automatic evaluations are the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904 ) and the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (Pearson, 1895) .
In the recent past, several groups have reported further evaluation metrics, such as BEER (Stanojević and Sima'an, 2014) and CHRF (Popović, 2015) , which actually outperformed the classic BLEU and TER metrics on Spearman and Pearson correlation with human judgement. In this work, we propose a novel translation edit rate on character level (CharacTER), which achieves a better correlation on the system-level for four different morphologically rich languages compared to BEER and CHRF. In addition, we also found that if we apply the hypothesis sentence length instead of reference sentence length to normalize the edit distance, the correlations of TER and CharacTER are improved by up to 9% on different languages.
Related Work
The most related work is the widely applied TER metric (Snover et al., 2006) , which evaluates the amount of necessary editing to adjust a hypothesis so that it is accurately equal to a reference translation. Compared to the Word Error Rate (WER), TER introduced a shift edit on top of the Levenshtein distance, since in many languages different sequence orders are allowed. A hypothesis with another sequence order is not necessarily a bad translation. The TER is calculated by normalizing the total cost of edits over the entire sentence. The CharacTER inherits the word-level shift technique applied in TER and splits the shifted words into characters to calculate the edit distance.
This work is mainly motivated by (Popović, 2015) , who proposed to apply character n-grams for automatic machine translation evaluation and achieved promising correlations. In this work, we will demonstrate that the TER on character level can also show a good performance, especially for morphologically rich languages, in which TER may miss matches due to various suffixes.
In addition to TER and CHRF, several other works are dedicated to the measurement of lexical similarity. These include, the commonly applied BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002) , which calculates the geometric mean of the n-gram precision in a hypothesis based on a reference, and the ME-TEOR metric (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) , which computes unigram overlaps between hypothesis and reference sequences considering stem matches and synonyms. The correlation of further evaluation metrics such as NIST (Doddington, 2002) and BEER (Stanojević and Sima'an, 2014) with human judgement are also presented in Section 4.
Character Level Edit Rate
Similar to TER, CharacTER is specified as the minimum number of character edits required to adjust a hypothesis, so that it absolutely matches the reference, normalized by the length of the hypothesis sentence (Equation 1). Note that here we apply the hypothesis instead of reference sentence length for normalization. CharacTER = shift cost + edit distance #characters in the hypothesis sentence (1)
Shift Edit
Unlike in speech or handwriting recognition, the Character Error Rate (CER) was not widely applied in machine translation. That is mainly because the shift edit is introduced for the translation metric, which is not necessary in speech recognition. In the calculation of TER, a greedy search is applied to discover the batch of shifts, by picking out the shift which most decreases the edit distance over and over again, until no more advantageous shifts exist. In other words, the shift edit is based on searching matched phrases between hypothesis and reference. Since the alphabet size in each language is very limited compared to the vocabulary size, characters are more likely to match each other than words, and thus the shift edit on the character level may corrupt words into meaningless pieces (Figure 1 ). Besides the misplacement, the computational time is another big issue for directly applying TER on the character level. On the word level, we go through the hypothesis and compare the current word with each word in the reference. If a matched word is found at a different position in the reference, the succeeding words of the current word will be iteratively compared, in order to discover the longest matched phrases. This procedure becomes expensive on character level. The much higher matching probability of characters compared to words will result in many computations. For instance, for the example sentence in Figure 1 , the computational time of the CER is 44 times as much as that of the TER.
In order to counter these issues, we applied a heuristic to calculate the translation edit rate on character level. Instead of shifting characters, we adopt the shift edit on word level as for calculating the TER. Then the shifted hypothesis sequence is split into characters and the Levenshtein distance is computed. In this way the computational time only increases by about 10% in our experiments. Note that here we consider the spaces in each sentence as extra characters, unlike in CHRF, since the correlation scores (Table 1) confirm the utility of this variant. We applied two different shift or phrase matching criteria: Two words are considered to be matched if 1. they are exactly the same, 2. or the edit distance between them is below a threshold value.
The first variant is the same as the phrase matching criterion in TER. In the second variant, the aim of introducing the threshold is to capture word pairs with the same stem, like code and codes. For the example in Figure 1 , if we set a distance threshold to be 1, the shifted hypothesis sentence will be: saudis the denied this week information published in the new your times where saudis and the changed their positions ref : saudi arabia denied this week information published in the american new york times hyp : this week the saudis denied information published in the new york times TE R : the saudis denied this week information published in the new york times CE R : saudittis denied nhis week formation published in the nehew york times Figure 1 : The hypothesis sentence after shift edit according to TER and CER technique. The characters marked with red color are the ones which are misplaced by the character level shift edit.
resulting in a smaller edit distance in this case. Based on the fact that the tolerance should be the same for long and short words, we applied absolute distances instead of ratios. For instance, if we use an error rate of 0.2 as the threshold value, words eat and eats are not considered to be matched, while words translation and transition will be matched. This issue can be fixed if we use an absolute edit distance equal to 1 as the threshold.
Another variant is the shift cost. In the calculation of TER, the shift of one entire phrase has a cost of 1, no matter how far this phrase moves. This penalty would be too mild for CharacTER, since the costs of insertions, deletions and substitutions become much larger on character level. Thus, we apply the average word length of the shifted phrase as the cost. For instance, the shift cost of phrase the day before yesterday will be 3+3+6+9 4 = 5.25. We also tried other possible costs, such as a fixed value or average word length of the whole data set. The experimental results are shown in Section 4.1.
Normalization
Both WER and TER techniques utilize a normalization over the reference sentence length by default, because the length of reference sentences stays unchanged, while different systems provide different translations with different hypothesis sentence lengths. In this case, the same edit distance of two hypotheses to the reference also indicates that they have the same TER, and the length of different translations is not taken into consideration. In this work we take advantage of other normalization alternatives.
First we used the hypothesis sentence length for the normalization. That means, with the same edit distance, the longer hypothesis results in a smaller error rate. For instance, let us consider the following reference and corresponding hypothesis sentences:
ref : this is actually an estimate hyp 1 : this is in fact an estimate hyp 2 : indeed this is an estimate Compared to the reference sentence, the edit distances of both hyp 1 and hyp 2 are 2. Normalizing over the reference length results in TER = 2 5 = 0.4 for both hypotheses, whereas using the hypothesis length provides different results for them, equal to 0.33 and 0.4 respectively.
We also used other normalizer, such as the average, maximum or minimum length of reference and hypothesis sentence. We also calculated a CharacTER based on the entire data set, for which we sum up the edit distances of all sentences and also normalize the sum over the number of characters in the whole data set. According to our experimental results (Table 1) of the human correlation scores, normalizing using hypothesis length outperforms the other options, which is the case in all conducted experiments for both TER and our CharacTER. We suppose that human prefers the longer one, if two translations have equal quality. In addition, we note that in our translation experiments the default TER setup is heavily influenced by the hypothesis length: With the same BLEU score, a shorter translation normally achieves lower TER. The normalization over the hypothesis sentence length can effectively counter this issue.
Experiments
The evaluation metrics are correlated with human rankings by means of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient for the WMT13 task (Macháček and Bojar, 2013) and Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient for the WMT14 task (Macháček and Bojar, 2014) and WMT15 task (Stanojević et al., 2015) on the system level. Through the experiments we aim to investigate the following points:
• What is the most suitable threshold value to identify the phrase matching?
• What shift cost should we apply?
• Which normalizer performs better?
• How does CharacTER perform compared to other metrics?
Comparison of different variants
First of all we would like to find out which is the best variant of the CharacTER. We conduct experiments on different shift costs and normalizers as described in Section 3, the correlation scores on different metric tasks are shown in Table 1 . basic setup indicates the default setup of our metric, namely using the average length of the shifted words as the shift cost, considering only the exactly same words or phrases as matching and normalizing by length of each reference sentence.
Other variants have the following meaning:
w/o space leaving out spaces in sentences threshold the threshold edit distance to identify word matching shift the shift cost of a phrase average normalization over the average length of hypothesis and reference sentences max normalization over the maximum length of hypothesis and reference sentences hyp normalization over length of the hypothesis sentence whole sum and normalization at the data set level instead of the sentence level
We also conducted experiments on other variants and variant combinations, such as other threshold values or shift costs. Only the variants with relative high correlation are presented in Table 1 . First of all, using the hypothesis sentence length as normalizer provides considerable improvements for both CharacTER and TER. Thus, we initiate to apply the hypothesis sentence length for normalizing not only our CharacTER but also the widely-used TER. Besides that, using an edit distance threshold also achieves significant improvements, while other configuration variants do not seem to be helpful. Thus on the following demonstrated experiments as well as on the shared metric task 2016, the configuration of CharacTER is organized as follows (the row with a cyan background in Table 1 Table 1 : Average correlations on WMT13 (Spearman) and WMT14 (Pearson) tasks for different variants of CharacTER. en-* indicates the average correlation for translations out of English, while * -en the translations into English. The best results in each direction are in bold.
• threshold value 1 to identify word matching
• average length of shifted words as shift cost
• hypothesis sentence length for normalization
• spaces in each sentence as extra characters
Comparison with other metrics
In this part the comparisons among different evaluation metrics are conducted. The correlations on different language pairs for the CharacTER metric along with the three mostly applied metrics BLEU, TER and METEOR, as well as the well-performing metrics for the corresponding tasks, are demonstrated in Table 2 . The CharacTER metric performs quite well for out of English direction, especially on English→Russian, English→German and English→French tasks. On average we get up to 7% improvement compared to other strong metrics. It is noteworthy that on the WMT14 English→German task the CharacTER still provides a strong correlation, while other automatic metrics are negatively influenced by a large number of engaged systems of comparable quality. Additionally we list the best performing metrics in the WMT16 metrics task (Bojar et al., 2016) in Table 3 . CharacTER surpasses other strong WMT13 en-fr en-de en-es en-cs en-ru avg.
fr-en de-en es-en cs-en ru-en avg. Table 2 : System-level correlations of automatic evaluation metrics and the official WMT human scores. The best results in each direction are in bold. We calculated the CharacTER and CHRF3 scores and cited the other scores from the WMT metric papers (Macháček and Bojar, 2013; Macháček and Bojar, 2014; Stanojević et al., 2015) . * English→German scores are not included in the averages of the WMT14 metrick task. 1 CHRF3 (Popović, 2015) 2 SIMPBLEU-RECALL (Song et al., 2013) 3 NIST (Doddington, 2002) 4 BEER (Stanojević and Sima'an, 2014) Table 3 : The preliminary results of the WMT16 metrics task: Absolute Pearson correlation of out-ofEnglish and to-English system-level metric scores. All results are cited from (Bojar et al., 2016) .
metrics on half of the language pairs. It performs especially well for English↔German and English↔Romanian. The results in Table 2 and 3 show that the CharacTER outperforms all other metrics on English→German by a large margin.
Conclusions
The experimental results showed in this paper exhibit that the translation edit rate on character level
CharacTER represents a metric with high human correlations on the system-level, especially for the morphologically rich languages, which benefits from the character level information. We show the promising performance, while the concept is simple and straightforward. It is also noteworthy that the hypothesis sentence length is a better normalizer for both TER and CharacTER compared to the reference sentence length. As future work, we would like to apply CharacTER as optimization criterion and conduct more experiments on nonEuropean languages such as Chinese and Arabic.
